Local residents discuss charter school proposal

By Stephanie Cooperman

The parents and teachers who gathered on Saturday in University City were concerned with more than charter schools. The Summer Pennsylvanian reported on the topic of charter schools.

The 50th reunion class of 1947 celebrates their golden anniversary in patriotic style during last weekend's alumni events.

Black students honored for achievements

Annual ceremony recognized black graduates for scholarship and service

By Stephanie Cooperman

The 1977 College graduate served as advisor to both former Democratic Presidential candidate Gary Hart and U.S. Sen. Bob Kerry (D-Neb.) but left the realm of politics in 1984 to pursue his personal or corporate wealth but community.

Anti-hunger activist speaks to College grads

Alumni William Shore called for innovation in philanthropy.

By Shannon Burke

Jemmot acknowledged the obstacles the black gradu...
University Council's facultiy delegation must find a way to improve its spotty attendance.

University Council's recent faculty attendance was unsurprisingly unimpressive. Among the unit's 60 plus arrests in the past year, there were two instances of theft. The most recent arrest involved a student who was caught with a stolen laptop. The student was unable to provide a satisfactory explanation for possessing the item.
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**Wharton**

Loews CEO Tisch talks at Wharton MBA graduation

Loews Corporation Co chairman and Co CEO Laurence Tisch's Wharton immigrant parents didn't have much — 35 cents, he told attendees — when they arrived in America around the turn of the century.

But the media company has annual revenues of more than $4 billion — learned from the example his hardworking parents.

At the prestigious age of 13, he became aware of his family's struggle in the University's history to earn a master's degree in business and return to the Wharton School.

Fifty-five years after leaving Penn, Tisch — who serves as chairman of New York University's board of trustees — returned to address the 750 students receiving MBAs and executive MBAs from Wharton during Saturday's graduation ceremony at Franklin Field.

Tisch described principles of partnership, judgment and management skills that are as relevant to life as they are to business.

"We need not look for individuals who live on inspiration and cause," he said. "People whose blend of sensitivity with common sense — understood and communicated with the people around them "

"The idea of "hope, faith and love," and told the graduates: "You are the pinnacle ones, "she said. "You are in the limelight and everyone keeps their eyes on you, but you have the power to make our dreams a reality."

---

**Wharton**

French diplomat Simone Veil speaks at Baccalaureate service in Irvine

By Shannon Burke

By Shannon Burke

The media tends to focus more on the negative aspects of international context of news and often relies on graphics and gimmicks rather than substantive reporting, according to Tisch.
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Awards ceremony honors academic excellence, leadership and service.

The Summer Pennsylvania Cosbys entertain

Cosby from page 1
"And the answer, ladies and gentlemen, was yes, we didn't have time to worry about revenge because we had goals," he said.

Cosby urged the graduating class to work on their goals.

"You don't have time for revenge, and you don't have time for anger," he said.

"Work your own opportunity," he concluded.

For more on Revenge and the World of American Law, see David Williams II's concluding remarks.

The ceremony concluded with the presentation of the Sojourner Truth Award, and College senior Earthasia Slowe was honored for her efforts in higher education and law.

ATHLETIC Awards from page 1

The program also honored the persistence and dedication of College senior Earthasia Slowe, who received the Mary E. P. Mahoney Award for the highest grade point average among black students in the School of Nursing.

College senior Asia Francis was awarded the John Hansberry Award honoring the black student with the highest GPA in the School of Arts and Sciences.

The North Hilliex and Maggie L. Walker Awards for the black students with the highest GPA in the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences went to Richard Constable, and Aretha Davis, Engineering senior Thomas Weaver and Wharton senior Marcia Brown, respectively.

Brown also received the Mitchell and Yale Company Award for excellence in accounting.

Student athletes and College seniors Erik Thompson and Kelley King received the Jackie Robinson Athletic Award and the Althius Gibson Athletic Award, respectively.
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The words of Pink Floyd guitarist David Gilmour, artfully incorporated into The Asteroid #4's song "Fingerguns," epitomize the philosophy of this innovative group, a core member of Philadelphia's space-rock scene. "You've gotta remember that you have to have it in your entire body...though you're not completely into it than a packed house that just doesn't get it." Vittorelli cites A#4's experience playing at Penn State fraternity parties, a "strategy" that they prefer to the lukewarm interest of the music scene in New York. They prefer the die-hard enthusiasm of true space-rock devotees to the lukewarm interest of the musically-challenged horde. Vittorelli cites A#4's upcoming show at Penn's Pilot Lambda Phi fraternity as an example: "If this was a funking good show, I'd rather play for a crowd of fifteen guys that are completely into it than a packed house that just doesn't get it."

The band stresses that, though they are committed to promoting Pink Floyd music, they neither expect nor hope to break into the mainstream. The band has a solid and ever-growing following because the music scene in Philadelphia is small enough that you can have that kind of scene, as opposed to a city like New York which is too big and you and your band have to "blow up just ourselves," as Vittorelli puts it. "We're supporting that idea...we want to take it on the brink of national recognition."

A#4 created their own label, Lounge Records, to produce these recordings as well as their upcoming album. Other bands on the Lounge label include Tracer, Cathode Ray, and Bent Leg Fatima. Vittorelli feels that through the Lounge label, the band have the opportunity to fulfill their musical aspirations and promote the Philadelphia space-rock scene as a whole. "We've been doing it the same way a lot of independent bands are doing it these days...we have the opportunity to fulfill our music aspirations and promote the Philadelphia space-rock scene."

Assembled at their self-proclaimed "home base" in Manayunk, the three twentysomething musicians are low-key and amiable, discussing the source of their drummer as "an expressionist, he's very, very educated. And he has the most incredible dedication...exposes the considerable intellect and strength by numbers; the way the music scene is becoming a full-length album to round out its body of recorded work, which includes tracks on two compilation albums... Mass Transfer, produced by Detroit space-rockers Fuxa, and Sounds of Philadelphia Low Orbit Lounge — and an internet-only recording that can be accessed on the band's homepage via www.phillymusic.com. In addition, they have released two vinyl seven-inch records, one of which also features the band Lenola. A#4 describes Lenola, another Philly based experimental band, as "they're very, very educated. And he has the most incredible dedication...we said right in the ad that we wanted a guy who listened to My Bloody Valentine and early Pink Floyd. "These influences reflect the space-age philosophy guiding Asteroid #4's sound, as does the name they selected after Reim joined. Though fond of the name Lounge, the musicians felt it was too vague; the Asteroid #4 is more indicative of their musical style and of the influence of bands like Floyd and Spaceman 3. Vittorelli, Weiss and Harms emphasize the role that Reim played in advancing the band into the realm of space rock; they speak reverently — exposes the considerable intellect and strength by numbers; the way the music scene is becoming..."We're not Oasis," Vittorelli concludes, "yeah, definitely not...we're going for more of the Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon effect from beginning to end." That record begins production this summer; they hope to release it in August. The band is ready to produce a full-length album to round out its body of recorded work, which includes tracks on two compilation albums... Mass Transfer, produced by Detroit space-rockers Fuxa, and Sounds of Philadelphia Low Orbit Lounge — and an internet-only recording that can be accessed on the band's homepage via www.phillymusic.com. In addition, they have released two vinyl seven-inch records, one of which also features the band Lenola. A#4 describes Lenola, another Philly based experimental band, as "they're very, very educated. And he has the most incredible dedication...we said right in the ad that we wanted a guy who listened to My Bloody Valentine and early Pink Floyd. "These influences reflect the space-age philosophy guiding Asteroid #4's sound, as does the name they selected after Reim joined. Though fond of the name Lounge, the musicians felt it was too vague; the Asteroid #4 is more indicative of their musical style and of the influence of bands like Floyd and Spaceman 3. Vittorelli, Weiss and Harms emphasize the role that Reim played in advancing the band into the realm of space rock; they speak reverently — exposes the considerable intellect and strength by numbers; the way the music scene is becoming..."We're not Oasis," Vittorelli concludes, "yeah, definitely not...we're going for more of the Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon effect from beginning to end."

And, just for you, we'll even throw in a picture or two next time...
The Summer Pennsylvania does his previous entry one better, sacrificing *The Fifth Element*, lure world that leaves the viewer breathless, if a little narrative coherence for remarkable lu.

Claude Mezlore's guided Dan Weil's Impressive sinner: ol costume in several of her scenes). Strategic lack thrown together as a teen Bruce Willis plays Korben the form of lovovich's bioous "fifth element." Pan ol the puzzle emerges in the form of Dallas or a new definition for the taxicab being. Leeloo, drops director Luc Besson's filmi (La Lem me surprise. The movie's storyline is one that Besson himself in *Vs Evil* yarn, this rood classic you're dying to write about.

For example, to dialing from off campus. For example, to get the main number, dial 9-898-3700.

Never a wait for classes. Personable teachers.

**FILM REVIEW**

The Fifth Element starring Bruce Willis and Milla Jovovich

Ever heard the one about the guy who woke up to find that his kidneys had been stolen? What about the one where the girl has been having online sex with her father? These and other urban legends have graced your email accounts, your dinner conversations, they've even been mentioned on diets. What are these tall tales and how do they begin?

http://www.gocieties.com/realia/1746, a web site evinced Urban Legends and Modern Folklore, dedicates itself to archiving these juicy bits of pop culture. Complete with links to each er site, this page by Brenton Delaney is subtitled "for people with no lives." His Witticism should not deter legitimate legend-collectors, such as folklore majors interested in doing a senior thesis on urban legends, or perhaps discovering the truth behind the kidney-caper.

The site quotes Skeve Schuchter's defini- tion of an urban legend as "a story that is passed from person to person through informal means... It would ordinarily not mean something spread through a journalistic channel... Urban legends deal with topics of interest to people in moder- n society. They are generally believ- able (sic) enough that people repeat them, whether they originate in a true or invented story.

—David N. Butcherworth

**TV&MULTIMEDIAREVIEW**

Urban Legends

Aside from links that "sort of look like a shapeless woman" (okay Delaney, let's talk about that."

There has to be a title and a picture of Saturn, there's nothing on the page. But the links comprise a comprehensive site on urban legend web sites including "College Urban Legend ends, "Disney Urban Legends," and "Urban Legends on the Net." The College Urban Legends page, part of the Urban Legends References, Pages, is maintained by The San Fernando Val- ley Folklore Society, which takes its legends from the serious to the silly. The Society collects the tales according to truth factor, describes common variations, and includes some of the origin and references (if you are really intrigued, so you go to just look for material for small film- istry, try The Big Book of Urban Legends. New York: Parady Press, 1984. The book contains 100 comic urban legends.

Here's a good one from the College page: A student, stressed to the breaking point by the pressures of exams, commits suicide during a test by shaving pen into his nostrils and into his brain.

"...now I didn't think of that"

—Hilary Rekaeke

Word on the street. Ripper goes to Cava's. In the past I have not been known as a "pun" or "sporty lover," but so nice not to be a "bookworm" especially at Ca- vanagh's little market house. Acute Fliers fans, and most of the patrons are naturally die-hard Flyers fans, but the good-looking Rangers fanatics also make their pres- ence felt. I've never had fun at a sports bar while the sport was on and not being at Cava's for the playoffs had turned gathering for friends and new friends every other day how can you not have fun at Cava's? Is it the food, the beer, the sports? Is it the guests? They have a Karl Druckman; pronoun dhi- bon. You get to know them. The best part is the feeling of fam- ily. Finding positive energy from new friends every night, and not by finding an honest politician Wohlsen and his first name is Rod. They all jokr can laugh, joke, and talk about the Flyers, and together, a normal feeling of community. What have you found for you and the fe? Cavanaugh's has managed to bring together all the best parts of hockey and West Philadelphia. Basi- cally two things left to say: 1) must get the first picker, and 2) GO FLYERS.

—Flapper (#17)

**ATTENTION! ATTENTION!**

To all our friends and colleagues at PENN, HUP and CHOP—Starting June 1, 1997 The Wistar Institute will be managing it's own phone system. Therefore, it is important that we remind you when dialing Wistar from an on campus phone, you will need to dial the number as if you were dialing from off campus. For example, to get the main number, dial 9-898-3700.
GUIDES
what to do this week in Philly

Friday, May 23 1997
pick of the week:
The Asteroid 4
Fuxa
Azusa Plane

Pilam, 3914 Spruce Street, 10pm
See feature article for an interview with space age wonderboys
Asteroid #4

Mr. Greengenes
Brownie’s 23 East, (610) 649-8389
$5 Happy Hour Meal Deal 5-8pm
Jack’s (609) 967-5001
call for times

Marah, Shallow Union 7
Balcony at the Troc

Visionwest
Chezney’s Tavern, (610) 873-1623
9:30pm

Rob Dickinson Band
Jitters Sports Bar, (610) 696-0427
call for time

Saturday, May 24 1997

Renaissance Bitch
Doc Watson’s Pub (215) 922-3427

Hobex, Lizard Music
Balcony at the Troc

Splintered Sunlight
Brownie’s 23 East (610) 649-8389
call for time

Skeleton Crew, What’s in a Name?
Club Wyld (215) 637-9855

Offspring, L7
Electric Factory
8:30pm, tickets $15

Manta Ray, Mens Club
Perils of Pauline
Psyclone Rangers, Stanley

Upstairs at Nick’s
2nd and Chestnut Streets, (215) 928-9411

Sunday, May 25 1997

Don’t Fake the Funk: 3rd Anniversary Party
Middle East, (215) 922-3278

Friends of Dean Martinez
Jim White
Lazy Boy
Upstairs at Nick’s
2nd and Chestnut Streets, (215) 928-9411

Monday, May 26 1997

World Rhythms Open Mic Night
Joey Roam and Karma Factory
Middle East, (215) 922-3278

Tuesday, May 27 1997

Rebecca Blasband
Silk City Lounge, (215) 952-8838
10pm, $6, no one under 21 admitted

How do you get a high-profile journalism job with no prior experience? Well, just ask Moe. She’s the SP’s design editor, and my, is she experienced...

CONTACT LENS SALE
EYE-EXAMS — EYEGLASSES — CONTACT LENSES
NEW LOW PRICES • ALL BRANDS - ALL TYPES

TEURING THE ACCUVUE DISPOSABLE LENSES
REPLACEMENT LENSES AND NEW FITS

NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
UNIVERSITY CITY CENTER FOR EYECARE
386-6200 • 3935 Chestnut Street
20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

In observance of MEMORIAL DAY
Monday, May 26th,
The Daily Pennsylvanian Offices will be closed.
We will re-open Tuesday, May 27th at 9am.

BLOWOUT SALE!
FANTASTIC SIGHTS THAT LEAP AT YOU!!!
SEE WOMEN’S CLOTHING
SEE MEN’S CLOTHING
SEE LBGT CLOTHING
SEE HOME FURNISHINGS

URBAN OUTFITTERS
TAKE 25% OFF ALL MERCHANDISE

In observance of MEMORIAL DAY
Monday, May 26th,
The Daily Pennsylvanian Offices will be closed.
We will re-open Tuesday, May 27th at 9am.
CAMPUS ASSOCIATES

Best Selection of Apartments
Practical On Campus

9300 & 4000 Blocks of Pine
4000 Block of Locust & Spruce

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE

Student Rooms: 3-BDR Flows
4-BDR Flows
3-BDR Flows

Office Hours: M-F 10:30-4:30

Inquire on campus

898-1111

FOR RENT

U R B A N & B Y

401 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104

898-1111

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY AD RATES

Regular classified ads are printed by the number of words:
1 day: 40c per issue
2 days: 36c per issue
3 days: 32c per issue
4-6 days: 28c per issue
7-9 days: 24c per issue
10 or more days: 20c per issue

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

ROOMMATES

HELP WANTED
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Crew teams ready to face Cornell on the water to engineer improved speeddistance. Mondays through Wednesdays, Penns work on the boats, while on Thursdays and Fridays they cruise their motorboats to prepare for spring races.

While their increased schedule might take a toll on fatigue, coach Bergman has taken care to add in "light periods to prevent burnout.""Proper training is about agility and not an all-out effort," Bergman said.

Heptagonals and will compete in that meet on May 22, 1998. Please fax resume to 215-878-8800.

Bergman said the men's crew "is not as fit, that's why we're going to improve our training regimen." The men's crew are "very competitive" and "definitely trying to make a step-up," he said. "Our goal is to keep picking up speed."

Expelled him that it is difficult for the freshman boat to maintain a competitive edge because it has been so successful. "Unlike the varsity lightweight boat — which one race each season on an opponent that is in jeopardy — the freshman boat is trying to build on a season which is already remarkable."

"One thing with rowers that is worth noting is that they get ready and perform," Bergman added. "They motivate themselves with the goal of reaching the Henleys, a prestigious race held in England during the summer."

"The new season looks to be most exciting, hoping to reach the Henleys, they will have to beat the best competitions in the country at nationals."

But first, the Quakers cannot look beyond this weekend's dual meet against Cornell — another chance to show their hard work pays off and that they are getting ready for the fall.

"You don't want to embarrass the alumni, and you want to show that we are," Bergman said.

W. TRACK from page 10

Hippodromes and will compete in that event and the triple jump. Tenisci noted the difficulty of this accomplishment for a young age. In the track events, the women's relay teams also have an opportunity to qualify for the Penn Relays.

Bergman, who is a senior, to lower the team's potential yet. We're a lot better team this year."

They explained that it is difficult for them already own the school record. Mitchell, Vicki Moore, Adrea Ferguson, and Ray. They have been lowering their times consistently, and they already own the school record.

The ICAAC Championship probably will be the last chance for Ferguson, who is a senior, to lower the team's time. They could break their recent record again," Jameson predicted. The 4x100-meter team consists of

Usually they're designed for scholarship season," Tenisci said.

They motivate themselves with the goal of reaching the Henleys, a prestigious race held in England during the summer."

"I'm looking forward to reaching the Henleys, they will have to beat the best competitions in the country at nationals."

But first, the Quakers cannot look beyond this weekend's dual meet against Cornell — another chance to show their hard work pays off and that they are getting ready for the fall."

"You don't want to embarrass the alumni, and you want to show that we are," Bergman said. M. TRACK from page 10

The 4x100 meter team consists of

"It's not all about that we're able to take a 4x100 or a 4x80 that made the Eastern qualifying cuts."

Usually they're designed for scholarship season," Tenisci said.

They motivate themselves with the goal of reaching the Henleys, a prestigious race held in England during the summer."

"I'm looking forward to reaching the Henleys, they will have to beat the best competitions in the country at nationals."

But first, the Quakers cannot look beyond this weekend's dual meet against Cornell — another chance to show their hard work pays off and that they are getting ready for the fall."

"You don't want to embarrass the alumni, and you want to show that we are," Bergman said.
Wrestling team lures recruits

By Justin Friel

Penn wrestling — which captured its second consecutive Eastern Intercollegiate Wrestling Association championship this past winter — announced its recruiting class earlier this week.

This year’s squad moved up eight places over the 1996 team to finish the year ranked sixth in the nation. Coach Roger Reina, the EIVA Coach of the Year, hopes this year’s recruiting class will allow the wrestling program continue its rise in the national rankings.

“Clearly we’re looking for guys that have good skills,” Reina said. “Many of these guys have placed at nationals. We’re looking for a good match to bring in guys that can contribute to the program’s success.

So far in the season, he added, a wrestler “would need to develop from the high school level to the college level.” Reina feels that high school wrestlers should realize that “it takes a lot of hard work to make it to the college level.”

Reina admitted: “That’s kind of a gap in a lot of programs.”

Springman, who could wrestle in either the 138 or 149 pound weight classes, hails from nearby Morrisville, Pa. Beina pointed to his fifth place finish at the Junior National Freestyle Championships as a sign of his ability.

Nakamura, a 16-time National AAU champion, will wrestle in either the 184 or 220 pound weight classes, hails from nearby Norristown, Pa. Beina pointed to his fifteen place finish at the Olympic trials for the junior freestyle weight classes as a sign of his ability.

Feyling, a two time state champion, from Baldwin, Ohio; and Tommy Free, also a two time state champion, from Bal-
lion, Ohio; and Tommy Free, also a two time state champion, from Bal-